GROUND LEVEL FILLING
Maintaining three points of contact is impossible when fueling personnel have to refill DEF tanks by climbing on equipment while carrying a DEF container. Let FlowTech set you up with a DEF dispensing system that will enable ground level filling.

INCREASED FLOW RATES
FlowTech can design a DEF dispensing system capable of flow rates from 15 – 30 gpm utilizing an electric or air pump with a digital flowmeter and a quick connect dispensing nozzle.

MOBILE OR STATIONARY SOLUTIONS
Whether you need a custom DEF storage tank/dispensing system for your fuel/lube truck or a stationary system to be located at your fuel island, FlowTech will design and construct a system to meet your specific needs. Let us help you deal with DEF without compromising safety and productivity.

SUPERIOR DESIGN
There is a lot of DEF storage and dispensing equipment on the market today but none is designed specifically for the surface mining industry. Don’t waste your time and money on DEF systems that cannot withstand our industries harsh working conditions.